Attendees:
Brad Young       Orlando Picollozi
Rick Kreider     Patrick Galarza
Steve Peterson   Amy Hearon
Mike McGough

1. Update from Kansas on testing of 2004 products.
   9 samples
   One set of data under review
   Will forward to OH soon

2. Update on the 2005 Field Installation
   October 2nd
   Same location
   6 products

3. Implementing the results of the survey
   a. Are we prepared to expand the scope of our work plan.
   b. Which revisions need to be made.
   c. Who will do what testing.
   d. Who will take the lead in this effort.

   Kreider will organize a group to review survey comments.
   Should a private lab be used for testing?
   Solicit for labs when the ballot goes out to the committee for approval.
   Try to have a final draft of the workplan for Spring Meeting.
   Hearon will forward survey results to Steve Peterson.

4. Patch sizes for field test - comment from meeting to look at different patch sizes?

   Workplan will stay the same for now.

5. Test products in a vertical application - comment from meeting.
   a. Do we want to incorporate this into our work plan.
   b. Is there a state willing to host the test site.

   Not too much interest in pursuing yet
   Put on Spring agenda for further discussion.
   New York evaluates overhead subjectively.
   Use overhead relies on skills of workers. A combination of technique and product.

6. Datamine - what needs done and who will do it.

   Will begin developing next year.


   Hearon- send Brad Young an old report.

8. Old Business

   Requalification
Kreider will discuss options with group.
Which tests should be used.
Should requalification in field be required.
Could add language to the workplan or sample requirements that require manufacturers to re-submit when their product changes.
How do states handle complaints? Re-test if there is a complaint.

9. Adjourn